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SOME LIMIT PROPERTIES OF THE BEST DETERMINED TERMS 
METHOD 
JlRl NEUBERG 
(Received February 28, 1974) 
A very effective method for solving Fredholm integral equations of the first kind 
is so called method of the best determined terms. It was proposed by R. J. Hanson 
[2] and further ellaborated for a certain type of problems by J. M. Varah [3]. The 
effectivity of the method in a natural way depends on the criteria for the choice for 
the approximate solutions. However appropriate criteria are still needed for appli­
cability of the method. In this contribution we propose a general criterion for the 
choice of approximate solutions, analyse its properties and present some estimates 
of the errors for the corresponding approximate solutions. Some other criteria for 
the choice of approximate solutions are presented in [4,] whereina stochastic approach 
is used. 
1. 
Let us consider the following linear system 
0-1) Kf=g, 
where fe Rn, g e Rm and K is a fixed m x n matrix with real elements. In practical 
calculations it is quite standard that right hand side in ( l . l) is not known exactly; 
we are given a vector g + Sg, such that ||OV|| ^ A, where A is an a priori given bound 
and || * || is a suitable norm in Rm .We also assume that the matrix K is non well con­
ditioned, it may be singular if m = n. 
According to [1, p. 5] there exist unitary matrices U and V and a "diagonal" 
matrix D = (djk) such that 
K = UTDV, 
where djk = 0 if j #= k and dn = o} = 0, j = 1, ..., r = min (m, n). With no loss in 
generality we assume that 
cri = ... = (7r. 
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Let us set 
Vf = u , Ug = q>. 
Then the System (1.1) can be written as 
(1.2) Du = <p . 
First, we study the system (1.2). Let us denote by SM the set of all solutions of this 
system. Let 9JI be non empty SOI 4- 0. It is easy to see that 9JI is closed and convex. 
This justifies the correctness of the following 
Definition. A vector u0 e$Ris called normal solution to (1.2) if 
||uo|| = min (Hull : u e Wl] . 
R e m a r k . If the norm in Rn is uniformly convex, then the normal solution is de­
termined uniquely. This is the case of the euclidean norm. 
In what follows the norm || • || means the euclidean norm in both spaces Rn and Rm. 
An explite form of the normal solution is given by 
u0 — D
 + cp , 
where D+ denotes the generalized inverse matrix to D (see [6, p. 1]). 
Let A > 0 be a fixed positive number and let dg e Rm be such that ||<5#|| = A. 
We consider now the system 
Kf = g + dg , 
or else 
(2.1) Du = cp + S(p , 




»ľ=ľ,<>j(<Pj + *<Pj)&Ц 
1=1 




(k) :k = 1, ..., r}, 
where 
«<*> = « > , . . . ,«<„*>). 
Our aim is to show some limit properties and error estimates for | |u 0 — u
(fe)||? 
k = 1, ..., r. 
Since 
r 
ô = 2 > / > A 
1=i 
and 
„<*> = x <(<?,. + ^ ) Єj, i = i 
where e,- = (0, ..., 1,..., 0), we easily derive that 
(3.i) i"o - "<T = i > ; w + z «<PJ)2-
j=l i = fc+l 
Lemma 1. Let T > 0 and A e (0, T]. 
s 
Then ||uo — u(s)||2 = A
2 £ (cr/)2 a n ^ consequently, 
1=i 
l im u(s) = u0 , 
A->o 
where s is such that (ps ^ 0, while cps+1 = ... = (pm = 0. 
Proof. Since U is unitary, we have that \\$(p\\ = ||<5g|| = ^ . 
Then (3.1) implies that 
ih-"(i2 = x(<w = ^2i>;)2-
1=i 1=i 
One, however, meets the situation, where 
min {||uo — u(k)\\ : k = 1, . . . , r} = ||u — ua)|| , 
with some / essentially smaller than r, as usual. 
Because of our assumption concerning the sequence Gj the first summand in the 
right hand side in (3.1) is an nondecreasing function of k and the second one — 
a nonincreasing function of k respectively. Another weakness of the approximations 
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u(s) is that this approximation is unadequate if the admissible error bound is relatively 
large. Thus, some other way has to be found how to get more suitable approximation 
to the normal solution. 
Let O(k) = | |u0—u
( / c ) | | , k = 1, ..., r. As we already mentioned, this function as­
sumes its minimal value at certain positive integer /, the determining of it is a difficult 
problem, because the vectors cp and Sep are unknown in general. To avoiding this 
difficulty we proceed as follows. 
We define y as a function of a discrete variable k = 1, ..., r + 1 as 
y(k) = | |Du ( f c ) -(cp + Scp)\ 
if k = 1, ..., r and 
y(r + 1) = | |Du 0 - (cp + Scp)\\ . 
Lemma 2. The function y is a nonincreasing function for k = V ..., r and 
y(r + 1) = \\Scp\\. 
Proof. Let 1 <, k ^ r - 1. Then 
y(k + 1) = \\Du(k+{) - cp - Scp\\ = 
= \\DD(k+l)(cp + Sep) - (cp + Scp)\\ S 
S \\DD(k)(cp + O» - (cp + O»|| = y(k) , 
where the n x m matrix D(fc) = (</<*>) defined as follows: 
dft
] = 0 for j + t and j = t > k 
and 
d(fc) = a t for j = 1, ..., k. 
The remaining part of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the relation 
Du0 = cp. The lemma is completely prooved. 
Since an upper bound for ||O>|| is available (||O>|| S d) and since the equality 
y(r + 1) = A cannot be excluded in general, it is quite suitable to choose an index 
k(A)e{l, ..., r} such that y(k(A)) ^ A and such that y(p) ^ A, p + k(A), pe 
e {V ..., r}, implies that p > k(A). 
Definition. The vector u(k(A)), where k(A) is defined above, is called the solution 
of the first kind with respect to the system (2.1). 
An important property of the solution of the first kind is described in the following. 
Theorem 1. Let u0 be the normal solution to (1.2) and u
(k(A)) the solution of the 
first kind to (2.1), then the following limit relation holds: 
lim u(k(-Л)) = u0 . 
/I-0 + 
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Proof. Obviously, y(k(A)) = ||Du«<-)) - (p _ 5(p\\ a n d thus, 
||_u<«-» - _ I I 0 | | = ||(D«<-<«» _ ~ _̂ --.) _ (D w o _ ^ _ ^ ) | | <; 
- ^ + ll<M| ^ 2^ • 
Further, 
Du<*<J» - Du0 _ (/< *<-» __ ; j „ + /(*<_)) g „ ; 
where the elements i,-, of the m x m matrix /«_<)) are defined as follows: 
i., = 0 for j 4= f,j\ . _= l, ...s m> and j = t> k(A), 
and 
ijV= 1 for j _ ! , . . . , „ ( _ ) . 
It follows that 
(3.2) ||(J - J(*(J») ?|| g || Du<*C» - Du_\\ + | | J ^ » ^ | | __ 3A . 
Let us set k* = lim inf k(A), and k* = l i m s u p k(A). Let _ e { l , ..., r} fulfil the 
^->o + _ - o + 
conditions <ps _= 0, and <p8+t = . . . _= <pm = Q. Then we have that 
(3.3) k* = s == k* . 
To prove (3.3) we assume that the contrary holds. Thus, let k* =j= 5. As first, let 
k* < 5. The quantity R(S) = inf (k(A) : 0 __ A < <5} has the property that 
| | ( I - J ( W ) c p | | <3S, 
the last result being implied by (3.2). Thus, 
lim ||(J-J<*<*»W|| = 0 . 
<5-+0 + 
Since, obviously, lim R(S) = k* and according to our assumption 
<5-*0 + 
0 < ||«p,|| _ | |(/-J<**>)<p|, 
we obtain a contradiction. Thus, k* __ s. Further, it follows that 
lim ||Du(s) - <p\\ = lim ||D[D (sV] - <p\\ = 0 
_->o + _->o + 
because of the solvability of the system. Consequently, k* __ 5, and finally k* = s. 
In the same manner, one can show the validity of the relation k* = s. It follows that 
there exist the limit lim k(A) and 
/W0 + 
lim k(A) = 5 . 
_-+o + 
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This implies that 
lim w<*^» = lim u(s) 
A-+0+ A~>0 + 
and according to lemma 1, the validity of the assertion in our Theorem. This com-
pletes the proof. 
We shall derive some error estimates for the solution of the first kind. 
Theorem 2. For the normal solution u0 and the solution of the first kind u
(k(A)) 
the following relations hold: 
| | u < ^ » - u 0 p ^ m a X { < P j
2 : y = l , . . . ) m } £ « )
2 + 
j = k(A) + l 
k(A) 
+ ^2ZK)2-
; = i 
Proof. The validity of the relation shown is a consequence of (3.1). 
This estimate is worth while whenever the data concerning the vector (p are avail-
ables. In the opposite case we have to accept the following less satisfactory result. 
Theorem 3. With the same notation as in Theorem 2 we have 
(3.4) | |u 0 -u^» | |g ( £ (o-t)2(^ + W y / > + 
j = k(A) + l 
+ л(i>;)2) i /2 
1=1 
Proof. We easily verify that 
||«<*<'» - «0 | | = ||«<*<-» - £ > / Stpjej - u0 + K ^ , e , | | g 
J = I J = I 
= || I ^+(fl>> + ^)«J + l | I<^Al | . 
j = k(A) + l j=l 
and thus, (3.4). 
Remark . Since f = Vrw, where V is a unitary matrix, similar results as those 
shown for the systems (1.2) and (2.1), are valid for systems (1.1) and 
(3.5) Kf=g + Sg 
as well, it one modifies the definitions of the concept of a normal solution and a 
solution of the first kind to (1.1) and (3.5). 
The proposed criterion has already been tested on some examples of certain inverse 
problems of the Spectroscopic diagnostics of thin plane sources. The results will be 
published elsewhere, see [5] . 
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S о u h r n 
N KТERÉ LIMIТNÍ VLASТNOSТI MEТODY 
NEЈLÉPE URСENÝСH ТERMŮ 
ЈIŘÍ NEUВERG 
Теntо сlánеk ѕе zabývá vlaѕtnоѕtmi jеdnоhо výb rоvéhо krìtеria prо mеtоdu nеj-
lеpе určеnýсh tеrmů (BDТ). Řеšеní úlоhy Kx = y + e, kdе K jе matiсе m x n 
m 
(ѕpatn pоdmín ná), x є Rn, y, e є Ivm, přiсеmž £ є? й A2, kdе A > 0 jе daná kоn-
І = i 
ѕtanta, jеѕt оbtížnе. Mеtоdоu BDТ ѕtanоvímе pоѕlоupnоѕt vеktоrů x(ì),..., x
( m ш ( m ' " ) ) ? 
z niсhž pak náѕlеdujíсím výb rоvým kritеriеm určímе aprоximaсi nоrmáiníhо řеѕеní 
ѕоuѕtavy Kx = y. Тatо aprоximaсе x(fc) jеѕt dеfinоvána: 
(i) Џx^ - (y + e)\\2 й Л2 
(ii) Је-Ü \\Kxw - (y + ѕ ) f ^ Л2 pak j ^ k. 
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